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Internet sensation Grumpy Cat's epic feline frown has inspired legions of devoted fans. Celebrating

the grouch in everyone, the Grumpy Cat book teaches the fine art of grumpiness and includes

enough bad attitude to cast a dark cloud over the whole world. Featuring brand new as well as

classic photos, and including grump-inspiring activities and games, Grumpy Cat delivers

unmatched, hilarious grumpiness that puts any bad mood in perspective.
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I am a huge Tartar Sauce/Grumpy Cat fan so naturally I had to have this book. It is basically a

compilation of Grumpy Cat memes that you see all over the internet with a few basic activities such

as cross word puzzles and connect the dots. The book also features a couple images of Pokey, Dog

and Cactus. If I would have had the opportunity to flip through the book at a book store, I would not

have purchased the book simply for the lack of diversity in the images. There are tons of images out

there of Grumpy Cat, but this book features the same two on every other page, but with a different

caption. I was hoping for a more diverse collection of images.

I didn't know what to expect when I ordered this, but I'm a fan of Grumpy Cat so I figured why not.

Well, it had me roaring with laughter as I flipped through the pages. I shared it with others and got

the same reaction. A cute book with great Grumpy Cat photos and sayings. If you are having a bad

day, flip through this and you will no doubt cheer up. Highly recommeded, and I say that with a

grumpy smile on my face!!!



Amusing and totally in character, Tarder Sauce is at her grumpy best. The illustrations are well

put-together and contribute greatly to the whole. The activities are a hoot. I quite enjoyed it.

I love it. It's hard not to be grumpy when going through this book. Grumpy Cat let's us in on her life,

the things that make her grumpy and gives us advice on how to stay grumpy. For those expecting

more activities and something, you obviously don't know Grumpy Cat. Games have winners, their

are no winners in the real world, just losers. Thanks for keeping it real GC. Love.

The author has a bad attitude, and it shows. This book is awful. Which means it's great. But it's

awful.

Someone commented earlier that this was just a compilation of what was already all over the

Internet, but that is not true. I thought that's what it might be, and didn't care, but most of what was

in the book were things I'd never seen before, and I thought I'd seen them all. In fact, my first

thought was that I was happy the owners decided to save some of the best Grumpys for the

book.This book made me laugh out loud many times, so in Grumpy-speak, "It was AWFUL!" So

awful, in fact, I'm hoping they decide to write a series. And thanks to the writers or publisher that

decided to make it a hardcover. As a bibliophile, I am always appreciative of a good hardcover book

as opposed to soft cover or paperback varieties. I am awfully happy to be adding this one to my

collection.

It's a fun book. I always loved "Tarder Sauce" and her attitude. The book has her history, memes,

games and a "how to" develop a bad attitude. :)

This book is a lighthearted, fun romp through the mind of my favorite internet cat. It's not meant to

be taken seriously and flipping through it brings a complete smile to my face. I am a complete fan of

Tardcat though and could not be happier to have this sitting on my bookshelf.
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